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Using the simple idea of a painter’s palette as a starting point and metaphor for 
composing one’s own artistic vernacular through studio work, co-curators Kelly 
Inouye, Theadora Mauro, and Lisa Solomon asked participating artists to exhibit 
something that helps them tap their creative well and inspires their work, instead 
of displaying finished artwork. The resulting exhibition features an eclectic mix of 
found objects, research materials, actual palettes, studio accidents, works-in-prog-
ress, studies, music, collections, sketchbooks, and ephemera illustrating the unpre-
dictable nature of inspiration and the value of creative thinking.
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Alicia Dornadic
I embrace quick watercolor sketches, color studies, and field notes as a way of looking and thinking about an environment. 
I especially love painting outdoors, traveling with a light setup (watercolor kit, water bottle, brushes, notebook and snacks) 
and seeing what the natural elements (sun, wind, dirt etc) have in store for me. In a recent workshop in the Sierras with 
Andie Thrams, I played with using grids to break down a page as well as the landscape into manageable pieces. The grids 
allow movement from one sketch to another so as to avoid becoming “stuck” in any one place or on the contrary being over-
whelmed by the breadth of possible subject matter. This has the added benefit when working in watercolor to allow layers to 
dry when working on something else. The five images submitted here are from the workshop. They include a leaf study, color 
mixing, background wet into wet atmospheric studies, flower study, and a tree study.

www.spikedpunchbowl.com
Flower Study, 2016, Watercolor and Graphite, 10”x10.75”
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Alicia Escott
As I collected the packing pillows over a year or two for A Brief History of the Sunset, I was particularly interested in, how the 
packing pillows originated as authentic efforts to cut down on Styrofoam, and were made from compostable plastics. Over 
time those dissipated, and were replaced with regular plastics that were dyed green to mimic the compostable plastic.
Retaining the language, of conservation in the branding.
 
Eventually this became unnecessary for the survival of the “species”, and the current dominate variation is unequivocally the 
clear AIRplus by STOROpack. Which still asks that we Reduce-Reuse-Recycle. 

I liken the way one brand or variation mimics the visual attributes of another without the content to species mimicry in the 
natural world. 

http://aliciaescott.com/
Species Divergence, 2016, Digital C Print, 12”x120”
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Amanda Hughen
The first thing that came to mind when I read about the show was a lengthy visual investigation I did of a tiny photo. Back-
ground: For an entire year, my solo work focused on a single print edition of the New York Times: January 6, 2015. On the 
bottom of the cover, there was a small (.5 x 2 inches) color photo of a volcano erupting in Iceland. I spent hours blowing up 
that image to 7 feet wide in a lengthy process of printing tiled, single 11x17 pages and taping each one to the wall of my 
studio until they came together as the full image. The blown up and blown out image had incredible color range and palette 
and texture and dot matrix. It was transfixing and I am still digesting it, honestly. For the Palette exhibition, I would either 
recreate the tiled 11x17s, or, better yet, print a single 7 foot wide print of the blown up image and adhere it to the wall. I think 
the latter would be exciting because that was my ultimate plan with the image but I have not yet had a chance to do it. This 
image represents an exploration that continues to inform much of my work in my series, Associated Press, artist statement 
about that series below. 

http://www.amandahughen.com/
Volcano (NYT 010615), 2015, Archival Pigment Print on Paper (Edition 1 of 3), 8”x24”
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Barry Beach
I explore relationships between forms and materials. I am fascinated with the challenges of representing three-dimensional 
form on two-dimensional materials and building rounded forms using layers of flat materials. I am interested in how forms, 
materials and environments affect us physically and psychologically.

My paintings and drawings never fully describe how to build what they depict. Herein lies the challenge and joy of creating: 
the transformative process between idea and object, filling in the gaps from representation to production. Something is 
always lost in translating concept to maquette, but something is gained in the resulting surprise.

http://barrybeach.com/
Maquette - Wrapped Form #1, 2015, plastic coated rope and zip ties, 7”x8”x7”
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Brian Perrin
My work explores the movement of objects through space/time. The chain stitch that I use to crochet pulls a circle through 
itself, the accumulated loops creating a visual history of the circles place in time and it’s movement in space.

Crocheted Monofilament, Various Dimensions
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Carey Lin
Using a combination of paint-
ing, sculpture, printmaking 
and wall drawing, I general-
ly construct colorful two  and 
three dimensional environ-
ments that explore everyday 
environments and the space of 
the studio as a subject for art-
making. I’m interested in the 
intersection of abstraction and 
representation, the conceptual 
underpinnings of an object-
based studio practice, and how 
artistic intention is complicated 
through structured collabora-
tion with others.

The work samples submitted 
for the Palette Exhibition are 
all works that were created out-
side of the primary framework 
for my practice. These include 
selections from a series of post-
card drawings I made while at 
a residency this spring (Image 
1). Each of the 15 drawings was 
created at the start of a day in 
the studio and tracks the move-
ment of the paint tubes as I 
had left them the day before. 
Each drawing was then mailed 
to a different friend in the U.S. 
or abroad. A selection of the 
15 drawings (those that were 
mailed to the Bay Area) are 
available for this exhibition.

The next work samples (Imag-
es 2 and 3) are of an artist book 
I made documenting various 
spots on the floor of my studio. 
As a means of “warming up” I 
would casually photograph the 
floor of my shared studio space 
using a cheap digital camera, 
capturing marks made by my 
then studiomates and others 
who occupied the space be-
fore me. The resulting images 
were not edited before being 
combined and “bound” into 
a stacked accordion fold style 
hardcover “book”.

My final work sample (Image 
4) is a grouping of small ce-
ramic sculptures of office sup-
plies (flash drives, staples, and 
erasers) made as an exercise 
in producing non functional 
versions of functional objects 
from the traditional workplace 
(as opposed to the artist stu-
dio). These can be shown in a 
grouping of any number and in 
a range of configurations.

http://www.carey-lin.com/
All the spots we’ve 
missed, 2011, artist book 
of hardcover bound ac-
cordian fold inkjet prints,  
4.5”x3 ¾”x2.5”
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Carissa Potter Carlson
Feeling the pressure to be productive and efficient with time has really got me stuck. I find that I am not able to enjoy down 
time.  Instead, I think about what I could be doing, how I could be getting all these other things done.  Attempting to learn to 
enjoy myself by when relaxing, I have started to debate with myself that down time is creative time. That my best ideas come 
from when I am say, just about to fall asleep, when I am taking a shower, procrastinating by calling my grandma, when I am 
bored, etc. Even though I live these days in open fear of boredom. No wifi has me in panic. 

http://carissapotter.com/
Pool Time,  2016, sumi and watercolor, 18”x24”
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Carrie Lederer
My paintings, sculpture and installations relate to one subject—life forms in nature and our relationship to the natural world. 
The work depicts turbulent gardens informed by nature’s riotous colorful beauty, or the deep dark space of our universe filled 
with a Byzantine intricacy of patterns, shapes, and constellations. I’m drawn to the order that lies beneath the confusion 
found in these two worlds—the garden and universe—both of which are astounding, capricious and seemingly anarchic. I use 
both real and constructed nature: rocks, Astroturf, wood, and found objects, to create a 3D tapestry-like portrait of nature. 

http://www.carrielederer.com
Sketch in Moss & Astroturf, 2016, 30”x30” Approx
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Christine Aria
What is there to say about my personal “palette”, except that I need and pull from many languages – the verbal, the audio, 
the sensory—to inspire my work. I could not create without the following palette elements: 
 
 -A sense of place is so important for my studio. I always find myself collecting small, found, pretty things for my workspaces. 
Seashells, plants and pottery litter any spare surface. Looking at them gives me pleasure, and helps me focus my energy.  

-I’m a fairly verbal processor, and I often find myself word vomiting to friends and family, and when I manage to keep it 
more internal, I journal. The meaning of life, of art, my place in it, whether I deserve to do it, anything and everything is 
fair game. 
 
-When I’m ready to paint something, anything, but don’t know quite what yet, I’ll go to town on scraps of paper. Letting go 
of form allows me to simply enjoy the color and movement of my watercolors, and playing on scraps means more freedom 
and flexibility in the creative process. 
 
-I like to keep a cheap paperback sketchbook or two going at all times. I find I do some of my most satisfying, stimulating 
creating in them when I’ve let go all preciousness and judgement, and simply play with style and medium without 
overthinking it. These sketchbooks often become a kind of visual journal. 
 
-Finally, my studio can feel confining sometimes, and I need to go for a walk. I find myself wandering, people-watching 
and soaking up green surroundings. Once I’ve had my fill of sparkling particles in rays of sun, jasmine and bougainvillea 
bushes overflowing sidewalks, and cute dog sightings, I can return, refreshed and ready to hunker down and create. 

Processing: Texts, 3/30/2016, digital (smartphone text screenshots), 2”x3.5”
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Connie Begg
Haunted by lost memories of a phantom childhood, I am drawn to objects that reference a past that I cannot recall.  Dark, 
mysterious and somewhat unsettling, my photographs probe and pierce through the debris of my mind in search of 
fragments or residue that might trigger a switch and connect me to a forgotten time.

Concerned with identity and persona, I investigate the layers, facades and disguises of the psyche through self-portraiture.  
Fascinated by death and mortality my images provoke confrontation and contemplation of ones own fears.
 

Tone & Stained Paper Tests, 2013, Various Papers Stained and Toned with Different Teas and Coffees for Different Amounts 
of Time. 
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Courtney Cerruti 
A palette is a record of process. It’s a map. It tells where you’ve been. It reflects your change in mood through shifts in color. 
A final painting doesn’t necessarily show evidence of the painting journey in the same way a palette can. I often look at my 
palette and find more pleasure in its evolution than in the painting itself.  This was the plate/palette I used for mixing skin 
tones for my 50 GrandFolks series.

http://www.ccerruti.com/
The Color of 80 Year Old Flesh, 2016, Gouach on Ceramic 7”x7”x1”
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Dori Latman
I have nearly abandoned the idea of creating finished work. My daily practices are done in the spirit of derivé, trusting 
intuition and chance to inform my next move. To set aside the idea of work being “finished” allows objects and images, 
and maybe my own self, to hover in the present. My goal in nourishing the preparation and process of working is to 
ultimately make things that are the result of intimate, engaged experience. 

http://www.dorilatman.com/
Animated Hearts, 2015-Ongoing, Animated Images of Found Hearts, Screen Display May Vary
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Heather Smith Jones
In my current work, I transfer the immediacy of thought and composition from my sketchbook drawings to canvas and make 
modifications as I move from a private scale to an accessible format and slower medium. The accumulated marks, shapes, 
and colors form an autobiographical iconography referencing nature, passage of time, and gesture of the hand. My paintings 
and drawings, both representational and abstract, express an inner tension. Through them I relay personal conversations 
about common experiences such as loss, growth, grief, and hope. The titles I choose, poetic or descriptive, reflect part of the 
process in that dialogue and hint at the underlying story.

http://heathersmithjones.com/
Entry #2, Ink and Letterpress on Paper, 8 ½” x 11”
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Jennifer Starkweather
I am interested in places located in the United States that are deemed ‘remote’, where the ratio of population to land 
favors the latter.  Despite a rising population in many places in America, these are the outliers, where cell coverage is 
non-existent or inconsistent, where the closest neighbor may live miles away, and infrastructure is spotty. 

Working from photographs, the Internet, US Census reports, Google Earth, and other sources of information and data, 
this on-going series of drawings will represent the 50 most remote counties in the United States.  Working from both 
found images and from my imagination allows me to deviate from and envision mountain ranges, landscapes and geo-
logical formations that comprise these particular landscapes.

http://jenniferstarkweather.com/
Ice House Sketchbook/Photograph, 2014, photograph, ink on paper, 8”x11”
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Joseph Ferriso
I primarily use waterbased paints and in an effort to conserve water and loosen my hand I have been making 
a byproduct series of drawings that I refer to as,”brush cleanings”. When I have finished working with a color 
on a painting panel I expend the remaining paint onto paper. These works on paper are free of concern, 
liberated by their practical function, for this reason they are an interesting counterbalance to the geometric 
and minimal work which they accompany. 

http://www.joeferriso.com/
brush cleaning #2, 2015, acrylic on paper, 22”x17”
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Kara Maria
My work is a visual dialogue between abstraction and representation in paintings, drawings, and prints. I borrow from the 
broad vocabulary of contemporary painting, blending geometric shapes, vivid hues, brush-marks, and stains with a host 
of social and environmental concerns seen through flashes of representational elements. I have included images such as 
surveillance cameras; fragments of women’s bodies; the wreckage left behind after hurricane Katrina; military aircraft; and 
birds in flight. Other reference materials for my work include comic books, Japanese woodblock prints, and camouflage pat-
terns. I am aesthetically influenced by the popular culture of the 1970s – especially the toys I grew up playing with like Lite 
Brite, Colorforms, and Spirograph. 

Animals are a recurring theme in my work. Currently I am researching endangered species in relation to climate change, 
poaching, and other man-made disasters. The first paintings I did of this kind included well-known animal representatives 
of the current trend of mass extinction – such as a polar bear, and monarch butterfly. As my idea was sparked by reading 
Elizabeth Kolbert’s 2014 book, The Sixth Extinction; I also made a painting depicting a Panamanian golden frog, one of the 
animals whose stories she discusses at length. The most recent paintings focus on endangered local animals – those from the 
US, and especially those from California. I just completed paintings that include a Northern spotted owl, and a Sierra Nevada 
yellow-legged frog. Currently, I am working on one with a California condor. I am also interested in animals that are not en-
dangered per se, but dwell in the wildland-urban interface, and have conflicting relationships with the people living around 
them, like mountain lions.

The pieces I have submitted here are the palettes I use to make my paintings. I work on a watercolor block in acrylic paint, 
and save each when it is full. Sometimes I cut out pieces from them to make what I call Palette Paintings. These represent an 
embrace of chance and indeterminacy in my artwork, inspired in part by the work of the 20th century composer John Cage. 
Each small painting is a detail taken arbitrarily from a larger environment. What begins as accidental is made purposeful 
through the process of selection. Stray marks, brushstrokes, and splotches of paint are grouped together to reveal miniature 
compositions that adhere to their own internal logic and structure.

http://www.karamaria.com/
Courtesy of Catherine Clark Gallery
#2, 2010-2016, Acrylic on Canvas, 24”x18”
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Kate Haug
These images are from my research on the Poor People’s 
Campaign. My process involves combing through photo ar-
chives - official online archives like the Associated Press im-
age bank and unofficial archives like Ebay - to try and see the 
different stories involved in a historical event - to really look 
at the faces, the clothes, the postures of the people who were 
historical agents, participants in the many events, minutes 
and moments which cumulatively produce what is known as 
“history”.  I also love the crevices, the mundane spaces, the 
unoccupied places in images so I enjoy thinking about these 
more formal, poetic elements when I’m doing research as it 
underscores a type of architectural quietude which exists as 
people move through their day-to-day lives.

http://www.resurrectioncity.us/
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Kelly Ording
My work focuses on blending organic and geometric shapes with exact lines, pairing intuitive and mathematical mark-
making. Each piece begins with a dyeing process, setting up a composition based on the natural result of this process.  
From this point, the work is created either with deliberate intent or created intuitively, each step determined by the step 
before. Each piece explores the juxtaposition and congruency of line-work, shapes, washes of colors and solid colors. In 
addition to works on paper, canvas and large-scale murals, I create collages, which focus on solid shapes and allow for more 
experimentation with composition.  I am interested in creating beauty in seemingly minimal ways and capturing that 
ethereal conversation between the artist and the artwork.

http://www.kellyording.com/
Found Stone & Ceramic Tile, “Indian Interiors” Book, Ceramic Vase, Indonesian Printing Stamp, Various Dimensions
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Laura Boles Faw
I want to further complicate my relationship with the history of art and 
the ways that objects perform their identities within a culture, just as we 
perform ours.

The palette for my recent sculptural work consists of images of classical 
Roman figurative statues, primarily taken from art history tomes and 
also from photos I have taken within museums. I have begun to make col-
lage studies with this source material as I continue to contemplate the 
ways histories are formed and often misunderstood due to our relation-
ships with historical objects and images (who decides what is important, 
etc.). These collages speak to the unsteadiness of meaning and histories 
and also to the ways meaning is formed and potentially transformed. My 
recent work with these collage studies allow for a sense of personal play 
that I hope to translate into my sculptural practice.
 
In addition to the collages, I am also continuing to cut out images of the 
classical Roman figurative statues and have been moving them around 
in my studio for inspiration. Sometimes they are piled up just as histories 
pile up, often obscuring that which is underneath. At other times, they are 
grouped in order to constitute other forms or they stand upon each oth-
er’s heads or headless bodies. These images of sculptures, once cut from 
their source material, are giving me a sense of freedom to manipulate, 
play, and transform.

Excised (Growing Pile of Images), 2016, Cut Images, Wood, Paint, Astro-
turf, 29”x47”x31”
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Laurel Shear
The act of painting is a series of disappointments and doubts, celebrations and delights. I have to let go and see what 
happens. Painting allows me to access a part of my consciousness; I collapse the past and present. I feel nostalgia and grief 
but also deal with the physical reality of the act of making. I know that I cannot expect the paint to go along with my plan, 
because it never does.

The wedding dress–an over the top display of fabric, lace, pearls, covered buttons and bling. The practice of painting–an 
over the top display of color, form, and mark. Combining the two seems the perfect fit.

These paintings have varied structures, taken from collages made from photographs.  This time I am less interested in a 
central form, and more in creating a fictional space. This space in the collage is not of this world but is strongly connected 
to it. Using the entire animal, I employ every piece of the photograph: the cut outs of the folded fabric as well as the space 
around. 

I started this body of work by cutting out wedding dresses from bridal magazines. It felt absurd and I was embarrassed, so 
I knew it had to be done. I only cut out the dress, eliminating the skin and limbs of the woman who wear it. It is not about 
individual identity, but a shared tradition–a right of passage from adolescence to adulthood. I am interested in the life 
phases of women and girls, and specifically what is lost and what is gained during periods of transition.  

http://www.laurelshear.com/
Collage, 2015, 4”x6”
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Maggie Preston
1. Often the first thing I do when I arrive at my studio is to put on this fluorescent orange hooded sweatshirt, to cover my street 
clothes and to keep me warm. It is worn, stained, and with a broken zipper, and washed infrequently. 

2. Sheet of test strips from the series Banner.

3. Sheet of test strips from the series Scrim. 

4. While I am working on the series Template I start with the ritual of cutting the same shape out of black construction paper. 
I am mimicking a mysterious cutout skeleton-like shape I found years ago in a public darkroom, the residue of some sort of 
matting project. Each time after cutting this shape out, I stage it on a white backdrop and photograph it, the final works being 
pigment prints. For Palette I propose hanging one (or several) of these paper cutouts directly on the wall.

5. With the series Medium Medium I would also start each studio day with the ritual of photographing myself in a crumpled, 
wrinkled piece of Mylar. I would later go on to highly edit these files and output the images on silk. For Palette I propose hang-
ing the Mylar itself in the exhibition, and it will be distinctly activated by each viewer that encounters it. 

http://www.maggiepreston.com/
Polyester Hooded Sweatshirt, 2016, Approx 12”x48” // Mylar, 2015, Approx 24”x52”
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Mary Anne Kluth
My long-term project as an artist is to explore the nexus of landscape imagery, narrative, and ideas. Recently I found a collec-
tion of vivid descriptions of the California landscape written by Whitney Expedition botanist William Brewer between 1860-
1864, and I am using these passages to explore visual translation and contemporary theme park simulacra. Using only my 
own collection of snapshots of fake theme park landscapes and Photoshop, I am piecing together both digital and hand-cut 
collages to match Brewer’s journal entries, producing improbable Romantic landscapes.

Growing up participating in many geologic field trips and camping trips, ironically I’ve been more interested in “fake” places 
since I was a little kid.  I love theme parks, and have even worked on restoring one in Oakland, California. I love the feeling 
of experiences abstracting and displacing actual geographical travel, although I feel weird about they way they seek to elide 
many political, economic, and ideological tensions one would normally confront by actually going to real places. I’m both 
comforted and disturbed by the way that fake wilderness spares its audiences the inconvenience and vulnerability of con-
fronting the sublime. 

Romantic images of the American landscape from the 1860s, by painters like Church, Bierstadt, and Moran, are also pictures 
of idealized places. I’ve been looking at these paintings for many years because I love how they capture a sense of fantastic 
adventure, using color and light to imply grace amidst overblown weather and terrain. The places they depict also emphasize 
greatness and magnificence, as if a national “will to power” could be embodied in the land. I often use their compositions as 
guides for my collages, and hope that by making hyperbolic, cartoonish reference to these images, their ideological content 
can be made more obvious and possibly disarmed.

I am curious as to how or why a collective idea of landscape became more abstract and infantilized over the past few centu-
ries, disconnecting from reality. It’s important to explore how or why the representations we love, which can seem so harm-
less, can still embody troubling ideas. Taking things apart and putting them back together seems like a good place to start. 

http://www.maryannekluth.com
#3, 2011-2016, Archival Inkjet Print, 48”x36”
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Maysha Mohamedi
I created the sound piece Mary Heilmann’s All Night Movie, which is a playlist of every song mentioned in her 
memoir The All Night Movie. I have listened to this playlist while creating paintings in my studio.

http://www.mayshamohamedi.com/
Mary Heilmann’s All Night Movie, Music Compilation

https://open.spotify.com/user/samspiewak/playist/5fE82qeiACMNoyL905GXb
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Mel Prest
Color Chant : (The East is) Blue

Color and reflection of the atmosphere held deep blueness last autumn in Brooklyn. The pink dimension of California light 
was not visible. The blue felt melancholy, lightweight and fleeting. The light was never warm.

San Francisco overflows with optical mixtures, where light is shifting through fog, city grit and varied topographies. The 
layers of clouds are separated by color from the streaming fog and mirages occur daily because of the temperatures inland. 
The West is Pink.

I have focused my recent paintings on atmospheric color and light explorations. During Fall of 2014 we lived in Brooklyn for 
three months and I was struck by the change of light quality and the resonance it had within my work. Clearly the colors of 
cities and countryside are different but I’d never thought about the proximity to different oceans or latitudes so consciously, 
or noticed the effect on my color choices. The newfound sensitivity has focused these paintings on perception and color.

http://www.melprest.com/
Untitled (Willapa Bay), Gouache on Moleskine Postal Notebooks, 3.5”x5.5” 
Courtesy of Chanra Cerrito Gallery
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Patrick Sean Gibson
The work I am sharing for “Palette” is a collection of black and white ink drawings, composed in a site-specific installation. 
Although to some, these may look like finished pieces, to me they’re just a step in my personal creative process. Once one of 
these drawings is completed, it gets scanned into the computer to become a digital file for editing purposes. When digital, 
the physical drawing loses it’s utilitarian value and the digital version becomes the featured presentation. At the end of 
my digital process, I’m left with these scraps of paper that get thrown in a box and tossed aside. Maybe this a metaphor for 
the time we live in.

Ink On Paper, Size Varies, As Thick As A Leaf
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Sarah Smith
I have been the caretaker of one family’s memories for the past 20 years. I don’t know this family, I think their name is Par-
sons but I’m not sure. One of the photographs in the box i keep safely at my studio, tucked away on a bookshelf, taken out 
from time to time, is a picture of a light granite headstone in a cemetery, all is neatly manicured around, flowers in bloom, 
bright sun, on the stone it says PARSONS. I think this must be their name. This is just one of hundreds of photos in the box 
that I keep. Found at a flea market in Massachusetts, this family’s photos were bought by my mother and given to me “as 
inspiration.”

I’m pretty sure the pictures date from the early 1920’s - from when The Father was a student at an Ivy League University and 
had just met his sweetheart/future wife/mother of their son (who was born first, more photos of him as a baby) and then their 
daughter. This seemingly happy couple grow old together — I think the last pictures were from the 1950’s. They still smile 
warmly at the camera, relaxed and happy in the backyard.

I like to slowly look at and sort through the Parsons family photos: here are vacation pictures, here are distant relatives. I 
look at and admire their clothes, examine their smiles, decipher their body language, recognize the landscapes behind them 
as Niagra Falls and Pemaquid Point. I’ve looked at these pictures dozens and dozens of times over the years and am always 
struck by what great photographers they were. They photographed family gatherings and sweet pictures of their children 
growing up, christmases, weddings, graduations, and also shot melancholy views looking out over the lake, the broken trees 
in the aftermath of a storm, and the sun sparkling on the water. 

Every time I look at the hundreds of images, I have the urge to draw. I didn’t realize I’ve been using this unknown American 
family’s memories like a palette until i was asked to consider something for this show. These pictures truly are like visual flint 
that sparks my own urge to make images. They really do serve as “an inspiration.”

I’ve chosen 22 of my favorite photos — disparate, hazy portals, shimmering points of light — flashes of memories that ebb and 
flow.I’ve chosen 22 of my favorite photos — disparate, hazy portals, shimmering points of light — flashes of memories that 
ebb and flow.

http://www.sarahasmith.com/
Parsons Family Photos, Found Vintage Photographs, Various Dimensions
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Satsuki Shibuya
Colors and beats,

combined, realigned,

emerge as memories, happenings, 

art, a pathway to the inner workings of the 
soul.

Each flourish conveys a message,

through the composer,

onto canvas,

through the heart,

onto the souls of others.

Process,

the building block of masterpieces,

a capture of movements prior to being.

The essence of the creator,

the energy of life,

one stroke at a time.

http://www.satsukishibuya.com/
Watercolor on Paper, 2016
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Sydney Cohen
Pleasure, visual or otherwise is fundamentally, pleasurable.  When people come to the studio, they 
go crazy over the floor and the furniture and the messy, juicy way everything is covered in paint.  I 
just keep trying to make paintings which live up to the accidental accumulation of color, and keep 
coming up with new ways to let the paint on the painting do what it wants-- I think that is where 
the beauty comes from.  

Painting is a strange kind of work.  As well as being a subversively un-economical way to spend 
one’s time, maybe painting can teach us about the loopy relationship between effort and effect.  How 
do you try/don’t try? How do you honor the secret, wild magic which only occasionally remains in 
a finished painting, the magic that comes from all the hours of being in the studio.  These artifacts 
from studio life are so special to me. Can I claim them as a little anti-capitalist relic? The pleasure 
of one color meeting another remains.

http://www.sydneycohen.com
Studio Stool and Paint, 2006-2016
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Victoria Wagner
Edgar Mitchell passed away this year. Astronaut, scientist, soldier of peace and a stalwart advocate in the hopeful obser-
vation of interconnectivity of all living things and materials. And with his passing is the reminder that we, as members 
of a human species, have a brilliant opportunity to preserve his findings and observations by the act of contemplation of 
his legacy.

He walked on the moon. Mitchell set out for space as a NASA astronaut and came home as a deeply changed, spiritually 
awakened man: “Space exploration symbolized for Mitchell what it did for his nation—a technological triumph of historic 
proportions, an unprecedented demonstration of scientific achievement, and extraordinary potential for new discover-
ies. What Mitchell did not anticipate was a return trip that triggered something even more powerful. As he gazed at Earth 
floating in the vastness of space and contemplated the history and hopes of humankind on that lonely blue sphere, he was 
engulfed by a profound sense of universal connectedness”.

He spent the remainder of his life dedicated to increasing our scientific understanding of the nature of consciousness.

The center that he started, Institute for Noetic Sciences, focuses on collective community and human potential through 
consciousness research, transformative learning, and engagement.

My process, in the last year or so, has taken a turn toward the “invisible” arts and practices. Physicality is still a very 
strong component of the work that I make, but the underlying framework is bolstered through meditation, astrology, 
intuitive training and belief. Through the years of working with downed trees and the resulting wood chunks, a deep 
communion with the material has resulted. The life of trees, their inherent spirit, is present in each piece that I make... 
informing quandaries about shape, form, and color. And I, as Edgar Mitchell, have been convinced of a perceived and 
learned interconnectedness in all living things.

I began thinking often of Mitchell’s legacy after his death. What it must have been like to walk on the surface of the moon 
so far from anything familiar or comfortable. The weightlessness of his body, the stillness of the air, an insurmountable 
distance from humanity, floating, hearing only your breath ringing in the deep revelation of being simultaneously dif-
ferentiated from humanity and filled with love. It seemed so similar to a mature state of meditation. Where does one go 
when they leave the atmosphere? Are we stillhuman out there? What is the moon? That guides our nights, tides, cycles 
and moods but upon arrival seems like nothing at all but distance. Invisible forces so pervasive and unique that they defy 
a rational explanation.

With this inspiration, I have been playing in the studio for the last couple of years with materials that are somewhat less 
familiar and unpredictable, trying to create surfaces and forms that match an intangible visual notion “otherworldly”... 
making shards and bits in homage to the moon, our interconnectedness, an undefinable distance that holds us near and 
far simultaneously. These unreconciled pieces are markers in the journey.

http://www.victoriawagner.com/
Ceramic, 2016, Approx 14”x14”x14”
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